The power of
employee appreciation

Why a progressive recognition strategy
is the key to recovery during COVID-19
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The future of
work has arrived
For years, there have been discussions within HR circles

For many, this will mean sustaining operations with hybrid

and beyond about “the future of work.” While there was no

teams comprised of remote and onsite workers, while

definitive answer on when it would arrive, thought leaders

for others, it may look like an entirely virtual workforce.

predicted a virtual work environment where technology

Alternatively, for organizations with essential frontline

would replace the traditional structures and paradigms that

workers, their focus has largely shifted to maintaining the

dictated how we worked for decades.

health, safety and emotional well-being of employees.

With the onset of COVID-19, the “future of work” arrived

Regardless of where an organization is in their journey, it

sooner than expected, and the timeline of the looming

is indisputable that 2020 marks the year that every aspect

digital transformation HR professionals were warned about

of how we work, engage employees, and cultivate a high-

was accelerated. In addition to facing the challenge of

performance culture has been disrupted and redefined.

navigating through the various stages of recovery, employers

Despite the changes, the intrinsic, deep-rooted human need

must now also figure out how to maintain not just business

to belong and be acknowledged for our unique contributions

continuity, but Culture Continuity™. Regardless of industry,

remains the same and it is critical for organizations to

organizations must reimagine their human capital strategy for

foster environments where employees feel seen, heard and

this new world of work.

appreciated.

“

In good economic times, engagement is the difference between good and great.
In bad economic times, engagement is the difference between surviving and not.”
–Dr. James Harter
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Appreciation and what it
means for your bottom line
Now more than ever, HR is forced to do more with less.
There is no shortage of time-sensitive priorities, which means
there is more pressure to identify the initiatives that will yield

As Debra Corey, three-time author

the strongest results in overall employee experience and

and expert in total rewards strategy

financial performance.

explained at WorldatWork 2020,

“

However, one key oversight many well-intentioned
organizations have made in 2020—and may continue to do

We’re in a world that desperately
needs kindness, recognition, and
empathy.”

—is failing to revaluate their outdated employee recognition
program and its role in building a culture of appreciation that
can reignite productivity, bolster engagement, and ultimately
accelerate business growth.

As millions of workers adjust to working remotely for the first

Historically employee recognition was limited to rewarding
tenure or formal nomination-based awards. Not only did it
result in a low percentage of the employee population being
recognized, it did not sustain lasting engagement. Although
there is still a place for more traditional rewards programs,
infrequent ‘top-down’ recognition is simply not suited for

time, take on additional workloads due to layoffs, or put their
health at risk as frontline workers, employers need to double
down on their efforts to ensure employees understand when
and how they have done a good job. Based on a responses
from more than 1,100 employed respondents from the USA,
UK, Canada, and Australia, a new survey from the 2020

the new world of work and the needs of the current climate.

Culture Report finds that 40% of respondents don’t feel

Unsurprisingly, the uncertainty and disruption that comes

pandemic and one-third (35%) say more recognition would

with any drastic change may leave many employees feeling

recognized for the work they’ve done during the COVID-19
help them feel more supported.

overwhelmed, anxious, or even skeptical. Therefore, the need
for frequent, in-the-moment recognition has never been
more important.
A few pre-pandemic statistics to consider:

93%

2.5x

40%

“

What gets recognized, gets repeated;
what gets celebrated becomes a habit.”
–Leslie A. Yerkes

Prior to the pandemic, an effective recognition strategy was
the difference between average employee engagement and
great engagement. In these new market conditions, it will

Organizations that

93% of employees

40% of employees

determine which organizations gain a competitive edge and

rate their culture of

want to berecognized

said they would put

recognition highly are

quarterly, if not more

more energy into their

ultimately weather the storm.

2.5x more likely to see

frequently

production levels if

increased engagement

they were recognized
for their hard work
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Pillars of effective employee
appreciation for the hybrid
workforce
Part 1: How to create a culture of recognition
Make it personal. Generic expressions of gratitude—like

A big miss: The Workforce

saying ‘thank you’—are important but feel repetitive and

Institute found in their 2020

have little significance on future performance. Volumes

State of Recognition Report that

of studies prove that the more personalized and specific

35% of organizations polled offer

a recognition is, the stronger the impact will be on the
receiver and their performance.
It’s important to not assume employees and managers
instinctively understand the importance of personalizing

recognition training to frontline
employees; however, out of those,
only 24% provide guidance on
what makes recognition effective.

recognitions. Encourage your workforce to send meaningful
recognitions that are specific about why an exhibited
behavior deserves to be recognized through periodic
training.
Increase recognition frequency. Repetition is the key to
lasting habits—and recognition is no different. In order to
cultivate a culture of appreciation that truly moves the
needle on engagement and performance, recognition must
be frequent. Recognizing employees only a few times a year
or awarding for years of service won’t impact productivity
or retention because it only fulfills a short-term objective
rather than satisfying a long-term need.
Data from the Achievers’ Workforce Institute, as cited in a
WorldatWork article, shows that organizations that average
one unique recognition per employee per month tend to
have the strongest measurable impacts on engagement
scores. In fact, according to Bersin and Associates, 71%
of highly engaged employees work in organizations where
their peers are recognized monthly at a minimum.

The power of employee appreciation
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Lead with non-monetary and peer-to-peer recognition.

Scale recognition with the right technology. The final

Motivating employees by pushing rewards-based

consideration HR should account for when thinking about

recognition has shown to be little incentive for today’s

elevating their recognition approach for this new post-

knowledge worker. The only way to reach sufficient and

COVID workplace is the streamlining and digitizing of

organic recognition levels involves effectively decoupling

recognition through technology.

recognition from rewards and centering their strategy
around driving peer-level and non-monetary recognition.

A 2020 report by the Brandon Hall Group found
that organizations without recognition and reward

Even before leaders were faced with the challenge of

technology are 160% more likely than those with

managing newly remote teams, it was unreasonable to

technology to recognize employees only twice a

expect them to shoulder the burden of responsibility

year or less.

for building a culture of appreciation. Rather, recognition
must be democratized so that frontline employees are

Enabling everyone—from the C-suite to the frontlines

empowered to call-out the good work that’s being done

—to quickly and easily recognize the good work being

around them in real time, regardless of their location or

done around them in real time not only increases the

function. Especially now as budgets are tight, it’s never

effectiveness of recognitions and drives overall adoption

been more relevant to leverage the power of non-

of the program, it lowers the administrative burden on

monetary recognition.

HR practitioners.

Although studies show a blended approach (one that

The best recognition technology will have dashboards

offers both rewards and social recognition) is optimal

that go beyond usage reports and offer out-of-the-box

when it comes to driving long-term usage, non-monetary

analytics that aggregate turnover data and engagement

recognition has proven to result in a similar performance

scores over time to provide a direct line of sight into your

uplift compared to recognitions associated with an award.

recognition investment and its impact on business metrics.
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Part 2: Build Effective Feedback Systems

Part 3: Action Feedback

Listen to employees regularly. When it comes to engaging

The only thing arguably more important than the frequency

employees and creating environments where people feel

and cadence of your listening strategy is building a feedback

valued, it’s critical for them to feel heard on a regular basis.

loop that ensures the findings are translated into meaningful

The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)

action at all levels of the organization.

highlights “constant feedback from employees” as one of the
ways in which managers and HR departments can build a

However, this doesn’t require acting on every suggestion

culture of engaged workers.

or concern that your team has, but rather, is an opportunity
to closely evaluate what they have to say. When you come

This is especially true when workplace anxiety is heightened,

across employee suggestions or concerns that call for

and employees are continuously operating in uncertain and

more attention, don’t stop at just listening – take action by

disruptive conditions where things change rapidly. In the

developing a plan.

2020 Culture Report, 58% of respondents, both leaders
and individual contributors, say they wish their company

Leverage technology. Technology can help streamline

conducted surveys more frequently.

the delivery of actions to employees and managers so
that everyone is empowered with the insights to impact

There’s no shortage of studies that support organizations

engagement right away. When your employees know that

eliminating or augmenting their annual engagement survey.

you are willing to make changes based on ideas or issues

Because conditions on the frontlines change rapidly,

they have shared, they will know that you not only want to

relying solely on annual check-ins has officially become an

listen to them but that you ultimately care about what they

antiquated practice.

have to say.

So how often is often enough?

Build trust with action. Taking action to remedy a problem
becomes a win-win feedback cycle because it builds the

Although there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ number, Chief

trust that will result in greater transparency going forward.

Workforce Scientist and head of the Achievers’ Workforce

Over time, employees will have confidence in the fact that

Institute, Dr. Natalie Baumgartner, recommends deploying

bringing attention to an issue is the first step to solving it.

three or four short surveys throughout the year.
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Real examples of successful
employee appreciation
Bill Gosling Outsourcing

ESS

Technology provides access to a bevy of different mediums

ESS launched a robust employee appreciation campaign

and channels that can be used to convey a message. Bill

with multiple opportunities for employees to get involved

Gosling Outsourcing took the opportunity to get creative

and also offered incentives to help drive participation.

with their employee appreciation approach.

Their campaign was not only a reflection of the immense
appreciation they have for employees across their business,

Bill Gosling Outsourcing CEO, David Rae, tried out his acting

but a strategy to garner increased recognition between

chops by starring in a heartfelt (and humorous—a blooper

peers and between departments.

reel was included!) video message that was shared across
their social media platforms. They wanted to make a direct

Incentive programs, including the distribution of additional

appeal to employees by sharing a genuine message through

points to award, prizes for being a top recognizer, and

a popular medium. And it certainly worked to promote

account activation bonuses (to name a few), ran alongside

positive recognition activity across their Achievers program.

graphics and communications promoting their employee
engagement campaign.

During their employee appreciation campaign their total
recognitions received increased a staggering 402.6% and

The verdict on their approach? A roaring success: total

their total unique recognitions sent increased by 619.6%.

recognitions received increased 128% and total unique

If a picture is worth a thousand words, how much is a

recognitions sent increased 215%. If you want to drive

video worth?

specific behaviors, incentivize; whether with points, prizes,
or a good, old fashioned “Thank you!”

Mercedes-Benz Canada
Give a little, get a little was the approach Mercedes-Benz
Canada took to foster an inclusive employee appreciation.
Having just launched their Achievers recognition program,
they strategically leveraged launch momentum to promote
the program and explain the motivation for implementation.
Their campaign integrated multiple elements to drive
adoption and participation by showing top-down support
of their program and behavior-based incentives where
members were rewarded with points for positive recognition
activity. Participation they wanted, and participation
they got: received recognition increased 300% and sent
recognition increased 389%!
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25 virtual employee appreciation ideas
Your employees spend every day ensuring the business continues to succeed, so here are some easy employee
appreciation ideas that you can use to celebrate their contributions—regardless of where your employees work.
1

Virtual lunches with different senior leaders

13

Mental well-being or staycation themed days off

2

Company sponsored coffee chats or team lunches

14

Treats or grooming coupons for any four-legged friends

15

Offer a company sanctioned volunteer day that

over video conference
3

Online board game day or scavenger hunt

4

Have managers do frontline work for a day

celebrates a core value
16

(with proper supervision!)
5

All-company leadership Q&A lunch

Send personalized handwritten or virtual appreciation
notes

17

Credit for personal or professional development class
or certificate program

6

7

8

9

Upgrade workstation furniture for home offices
18

Gift certificates for childcare

19

Free or discounted online fitness classes

20

Encourage managers to write a LinkedIn

Lunch-and-learn or webinars with external speakers
Assemble at home wellness care packages
Vouchers for a COVID-compliant home cleaning

recommendation

service
10

11

21

Shout-out small wins and unsung heroes on video calls

22

Socially distant team picnics at a park

23

Virtual activity like online cooking class, escape

Free pass for a half day
Comp’d or discounted delivery or take-out to
support local businesses

rooms, etc.
12

Virtual recognition meetings or reserve a “gratitude
moment” on team meetings

The power of employee appreciation
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Voluntary, all-company virtual talent show

25

Start a mentorship program
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Appreciating employees
—no matter where they are
Employee appreciation is a great way to kickstart or
accelerate your company’s recognition efforts in this new
world of work. But a single event can feel hollow without
more consistent appreciation throughout the year. With
a long-term recognition strategy in place, a company can
build a culture that commits to the employee experience
ever day, in-person or virtually.
At Achievers, we believe recognition should be a regular
occurrence. If there is ever a time to start regularly
recognizing employees, today is it! As the above examples
demonstrate, when you come up with creative ways to
promote recognition, the results speak for themselves.
The important thing is to encourage participation and
program adoption in order to build a culture of recognition
that honors the contributions of your workforce.
After all, a company’s most valuable asset is, and will
always be, its people.

Achievers’ industry-leading technology empowers every
employee to give honest feedback and recognize and
celebrate great moments, and it helps managers get better
at recognizing and coaching their teams, listening to the

98%

95%

Customer satisfaction1

Customer retention2

frontlines, and actively addressing the unique engagement
needs of their employees.

Request a live demo

85%

1. Average customer support rating by Achievers program owners, FY 2019
2. Achievers customer base retention, FY2019
3. Average customer service rating by Achievers program members, FY2019

Achievers.com
| 1.844.418.5972
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Employee Satisfaction3

Want to learn more? Visit Achievers.com/demo
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